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Abstract

Magnetic Resonance Imaging is an established technology for both
imaging and functional studies in clinical and research environments.
The field is still very research intense. Two major research areas are
acquisition time and signal quality. The last decade has provided
tools for more efficient possibilities of trading these factors against
each other through parallel imaging.

In this thesis one parallel imaging method, Sensitivity Encoding for
fast MRI (SENSE) is examined. An alternative solution CCASENSE
is developed. CCASENSE reduces the acquisition time by estimating
the sensitivity maps required for SENSE to work instead of running
a reference scan. The estimation process is done by Blind Source
Separation through Canonical Correlation Analysis. It is shown that
CCASENSE appears to estimate the sensitivity maps better than
ICASENSE which is a similar algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Magnetic Resonance is a non-invasive procedure that can provide not
only images but also functional data of tissue. MRI has gained a lot
of interest during the last two decades, both as a clinical diagnostic
tool and as a research tool.

Two issues with Magnetic Resonance is time and signal-to-noise ra-
tio. By introducing parallell imaging these two can be traded against
each other in a more efficient manner than traditional imaging. Paral-
lel imaging methods attempts to reconstruct a complete dataset from
a set of partial datasets, received from multiple coils. One parallell
imaging method is SENSE which is based on the fact that the coils are
not homogenous in their sensitivity for Radio Frequent signal. SENSE
will be explored further in this master’s thesis. Common for all par-
allell imaging methods is the need for reference data. In the SENSE
context that means spatial sensitivity information for each individual
coil.

Several methods to reduce data acquisition time exists. This mas-
ter’s thesis presents a different approach, based on SENSE, using Blind
Source Separation for estimation of sensitivity maps. The new method
will reduce the scanner acquisition time, by eliminating the need to
collect reference data.

Blind Source Separation has previously been used in the MRI field,
mostly for finding neural activity in functional MRI.

1



2 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this master’s thesis is to study MRI-reconstruction,
especially in the context of SENSE-reconstruction. A novel approach
using Blind Source Separation is taken to develop a reconstruction
method, CCASENSE, Canonical Correlation Analysis SENSivity En-
coding. This new method eliminates the need to collect sensitivity
information for each coil, thereby reducing the time it takes to per-
form the MRI-examination. The aim is to develop a method that pro-
duces higher image quality from visual inspection than ICASENSE,
a competing method for estimation of sensitivity maps with Blind
Source Separation. Finally a small visual image quality comparison
between CCASENSE and ICASENSE is done to study the viability of
CCASENSE against the previously proposed ICASENSE.

1.2 Notations

Notation Description
R SENSE Reduction factor
γ Gyromagnetic ratio
ρ(r) Proton density at position r

B0 Main magnetic field
ω0 Larmor frequency
kx, ky, kz k-space coordinates
nc Number of coil elements
si(x, y) Sensitivity map i
fi(x, y) Signal (image) i
ai(x, y) Aliased signal i
Cxy Between sets co-variance matrix
pxc,yc

(x, y) Image patch centered about xc, yc
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1.3 Abbreviations

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging
SENSE Sensitivity Encoding for Fast MRI
BSS Blind Source Separation
CCA Canonical Correlation Analysis
FOV Field Of View
FID Free Induction Decay
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
EPI Echo Planar Imaging
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Chapter 2

Background

The underlying phenomena of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
is Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). In 1946, both Felix Bloch
at Stanford University and Edward Purcel at Harvard University ob-
served the bulk NMR phenomenon in matter independently of each
other. When Paul Lauterbur in 1972 developed his technique coined
zeugmatography [16], it was possible to obtain the first tomographi-
cal MRI images. Mansfield and Maudsley were the first to publish in

vivo images in 1977. In 1952 Purcel and Bloch shared the Nobel prize
for their work on NMR. Later in 2003, Mansfield and Lauterbur were
rewarded with the Nobel prize in physiology and medicine for their
work on MRI.

2.1 Coordinates

It is useful to define a coordinate system that is used throughout the
text. The following coordinate system is used from now on, unless
otherwise stated.

• ẑ is the direction of the main magnetic field. This is also of-
ten the direction in which slices will be selected, although it is
possible to select slices in any plane through out the sample.

• x̂ is the direction of frequency encoding as used in this text.
This could be in any direction, however to keep things simple
the assumption is made that frequency encoding is always in the
direction of x̂.

5



6 Background

• ŷ is the direction of phase encoding as used in this text. This
could be in any direction, however to keep things simple the as-
sumption is made that phase encoding is always in the direction
of ŷ.

Figure 2.1 shows the coordinate system in relation to the scanner.

Figure 2.1. A 3T scanner from Philips. Also showing the coordinate
system used when talking about MRI.

2.2 Spin Physics

Following is a very brief introduction to the core principles of MRI.
The description given here is a conceptual description. For a more
thorough mathematical and physical description the reader is encour-
aged to read [18].
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The nucleus of primary interest to MRI is the Hydrogen nuclus, 1H.
Nuclei having odd number of protones or neutrons posess a property
called spin. Spin and magnetic moment forms the basis of NMR.

2.2.1 Spin and magnetic moment

A common model for the atom is that it consists of protons, neutrons
and electrons in orbits around the nucleus. The nucleus is made up
of protons and neutrons. To be able to understand Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance two more properties need to be examined. These properties
are spin and magnetic moment.

The property of spin is a quantum mechanical phenomenon. The
nucleus is not spinning, or rotating as one would normally think of it.
However the properties of nucleus spin resembles that of a rotating
nucleus. The spin can be represented by an angular moment vector,
s, as seen in figure 2.2(b). This vector takes the same orientation as
the magnetic moment vector. In fact, the magnetic moment vector µ

is related to the spin vector, s, by the following relation

µ = γs, (2.1)

where γ is called the gyro-magnetic ratio. This property is unique for
every kind of nucleus. For the Hydrogen nucleus γ = 42.58

2π
MHz/T.

To ease the understanding one can think of the nucleus as a small bar
magnet (as in figure 2.2(a)). This magnet creates a magnetic field.
The bar magnet has a north and a south pole and is aligned with the
direction of the magnetic moment vector.

Magnetic moments not experiencing an external magnetic field will
take arbitary orientation (see for example figure 2.3). Every orienta-
tion is equally likely. When put in an external magnetic field B0, the
magnetic moment vector will begin to precess about the direction of
B0, as seen in figure 2.4. The precession frequency is determined by
the magnetic field strength. Stronger field strength will give higher
precession frequency. If one could isolate one such nucleus and put a
receiver coil next to it, a current would be induced in the coil. How-
ever, in practice there are countless spins contributing to the signal,
all with random phases. Thus the resulting signal will be zero.

The frequency of the precessing spins is called the Larmor fre-
quency. It is dependent on the magnetic field strength and the gyro-
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(a) Nucleus as a bar magnet
with field lines

(b) Spin of nucleus as
angular momentum

Figure 2.2. Nucleus magnetic moment and spin

magnetic ratio, γ. The Larmor frequency is related to the gyro-
magnetic ratio and B0 as

ω0 = γB0. (2.2)

This means that the higher the field strength the higher the precession
frequency. This will later be utilized to locate the origin of signal
within a sample.1

2.2.2 RF-field application

By transmitting radio frequent energy into the sample currently placed
in the magnetic field the magnetic moment vectors will be tilted away
from the direction of B0. However the magnetic moment vectors will
still be precessing about the B0 field vector. The magnetic moments
precessing will now collaborate to create a time-varying magnetic field
which could be measured by inducing current in a coil. Thus a signal
has been generated. The requirement for this is that the radio frequent
energy, or RF-pulse which it is often named, is of Larmor frequency.
The signal measured is often referred to as a FID, free induction de-
cay. The magnetic moment vectors can be tilted an arbitary flip angle
away from the B0-vector. The most common flip angles read about is

1See section 2.3.1 for a description of gradient application.
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Figure 2.3. Spins not experiencing an external magnetic field.

a 90◦-pulse and an 180◦-pulse. In the case of a 90◦-pulse the magnetic
moment vectors is tilted into the plane having B0 as normal vector.
For a 180◦-pulse the magnetic moment vectors are inverted. Mag-
netic moments put in a magnetic field having received an RF-pulse
of Larmor frequency is said to be excited. The use of a time-varying
mangetic field (RF-signal) of the same frequency as the spins precess
(Larmor frequency) is the resonance effect of NMR.

2.2.3 Relaxation

The signal measured in the coils will decay with time. This is due to
several reasons. One reason is that the sample will strive to keep its
thermal equilibrium. This means that spins will not align, but rather
take a random direction creating equilibrium of the magnetic moments
in the sample. The term for this is T1-relaxation.
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Figure 2.4. Spins put in an external magnetic field B0 will begin to precess
about the direction of B0. The direction of B0 is represented by the vertical
arrow to the right. The precession will give rise to a small change of the
magnetic field. The change is neglible due to random phase of the spins
which will make the net magnetization close to zero.

A second reason for relaxation to occur is that when spins are
excited they will not maintain phase coherence due to random nu-
clei interactions. This results in magnetic moments working against
each other which leads to signal loss. The T2-relaxation constant is a
measure for this.

The third reason for relaxation to occur is magnetic field inhomo-
geneties. This will distort the precession frequency of the magnetic
moments. Combining the magnetic field inhomogenities and the loss of
phase coherence due to random interactions between the nuclei results
in T2∗.
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Figure 2.5. Spins excited with an RF-pulse. Notice how the magnetic
moment vector now rotates in the plane having B0 as normal. The thick
horizontal arrow represents the net magnetization.

2.2.4 Time constants

When talking about MRI in general, there are some time constants
often refered to, all due to relaxation as seen in section 2.2.3. Following
is a brief description of them. The coordinates used in this section is
relative to the precessing magnetic moment. The z-component is in
the direction of the magnetic moment vector before excitation. The
x- and y-components are in the plane normal to the z-component.

• T1 describes the time at which approximately 63% of the original
z-magnetisation is recovered. An expression for magnetization
in the z-component direction after excitation with a 90◦-pulse is

Mz(t) = Mz(0)(1 − e
−t
T1 ) (2.3)
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• T2 describes the time at which the transverse magnetization in
the xy-plane is 37% of the original transverse magnetization.
The transverse phase coherence of the spins is destroyed because
of the different magnetic moments interacting with each other.
T2 is governed by

Mxy(t) = Mxy(0)e
−t
T2 (2.4)

• T ∗

2 Describes the transverse signal decay in an inhomogenous B0

field, in addition to T2. It is often described as

1

T ∗

2

=
1

T2
+ γ∆B0, (2.5)

where ∆B0 is the deviation from a homogenous magnetic field.

2.3 MRI Acquisition

The signal is received in two coils forming a quadrature coil set. These
coils are perpendicular to each other and is combined into a complex
signal. This makes it possible to distinguish between positive and
negative frequencies. This is where the actual MRI-process begins.
Previously it was all about spins and RF-energy and such. Now it is
time for imaging. MRI is just NMR with gradient encoding to be able
to recover an image from the bulk magnetization signal generated. All
content in the MRI Acquisition section is from [17], unless otherwise
stated.

2.3.1 Gradient application

A gradient is a magnetic field that will change the main magnetic field
B0 through spatial positions. The spins experiencing the gradient will
precess at different frequencies due to the difference in magnetic field
strength. The resuting Larmor frequencies for different positions along
ẑ can be described as

ω(z) = ω0 + γGzz (2.6)
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(b) T2-relaxation for some different values of T2

Figure 2.6. Figure showing T1- and T2-relaxation for different relaxation
times.
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for a gradient in z-direction. This can be extended into a 3-dimensional
gradient application by

ω(x, y, z) = ω0 + γ(Gzz + Gyy + Gxx), (2.7)

which in a more compact form can be written as

ω(r) = ω0 + γ(GT r). (2.8)

When the signal is detected in the quadrature coils, demodulation
is also done, removing the carrier frequency ω0. This results in a
frequency shift of the spectra from (centered about) ω0 to zero. For
the purpose of this thesis, the Larmor frequency is neglected, it is only
the difference in Larmor frequency that is of interest. This results in
an equation more dense,

ω(r) = γ(GT r). (2.9)

k-space

By doing the following substitutions

kx(t) = γ

t
∫

0

Gx(τ)dτ (2.10)

ky(t) = γ

t
∫

0

Gy(τ)dτ (2.11)

kz(t) = γ

t
∫

0

Gz(τ)dτ (2.12)

and assembling them into a k-space coordinate vector,

k(t) = [kx(t), ky(t), kz(t)]
T , (2.13)

the following equation is obtained

S(k) =

∫

Ω

ρ(r)e−i2πkT r, (2.14)
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with ρ(r) being the proton density at position r. S(k) is the signal
received in the coils. Since the k-vector is a coordinate vector in k-
space it is a coordinate vector for fourier space, since k-space is another
name for fourier space.

This is exactly the multidimensional Fourier transform in three
dimensions. This reveals another important aspect of MRI, the data
acquired is the multi-dimensional fourier transform of the imaged ob-
ject. This gives a hint on the reconstruction problem that is to be
solved in section 2.4. The problem becomes how to cover the full k-
space, or the slice of k-space that is desired. This will be discussed
next.

Slice selection

Since spins will only be excited if the RF-pulse frequency matches
the Larmor frequency, a gradient can be applied during the RF-pulse
selecting only slices having a specific Larmor frequency. Say G =
[0, 0, Gz]

T then only the xy-plane having Larmor frequency corre-
sponding to the RF-pulse frequency will be excited (see figure 2.7).
This is commonly refered to as slice selection. Slice selection can be
done in any direction by combination of x-, y- and z-gradients to excite
an arbitary plane in the object.

By only exciting spins in a plane, the problem can be reduced into
two dimensions

S(t) =

∫

y

∫

x

ρ(x, y)e−i2πγ(Gxx+Gyy)tdxdy. (2.15)

The plane retrieved will never be infinitely thin, at least not in
a practical approach, but rather have finite extent. How thick the
slice depends on the steepness of the gradient and the pulse shape.
The steeper the gradient and the narrower the frequency range of the
RF-pulse the thinner the slice.

Frequency encoding

Assuming that spins have been excited by an RF-pulse (as in fig.
2.8(a)), if a gradient is applied, say G = [Gx, 0, 0]T , the signal received
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Figure 2.7. Magnetic field strength with respect to spatial position when
used for slice select. The horizontal line displays the magnetic field expe-
rienced by the spins when no gradient is applied. The tilted line shows
that the magnetic field strength varies with position making spins at differ-
ent position have different excitation frequencies. The vertical lines show
proton density at corresponding locations.
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(see fig. 2.8(b)) will take the form of

S(t) =

∫

Ω

ρ(r)e−i2πγGT rtdr =

∫

z

∫

y

∫

x

ρ(x, y, z)e−i2πγGxxtdxdydz,

(2.16)
with Ω being the region excited and ρ(x, y, z) the proton density of
the object (as seen in fig. 2.8(a)). From this it is evident that spins at
different spatial positions in x-dimension will be modulated by differ-
ent frequencies. Unless additional coding is added, the frequency will
be constant in planes (z and y dimensions) through out the object.
Another thing to note is that so far only constant gradients have been
considered, if time varying gradients are used the equation must be
modified into the following time-dependent gradient form

S(t) =

∫

Ω

ρ(r)e−i2πγ
R t

0
G(τ)T

rdτdr. (2.17)

Phase encoding

Phase encoding is similar to frequency coding in that a gradient is
applied. This will make spins of different spatial position have different
frequency, and subsequent different phase angles. If the gradient is
turned off all spins will yet again have the same frequency, only this
time with different phase angles. There is actually no real difference
between frequency and phase encoding. Both scan the k-space (fourier
domain), frequency encoding is often used to scan the kx-direction
and phase-encoding is used for ky-direction. However due to existing
nomenclature this distinction is made.

2.3.2 Pulse sequences

In the following section a small subset of available pulse sequences
is presented. A pulse sequence is the combination of RF-excitation
pulses and gradient encodings forming the actual encoding process. In
MRI litterature, pulse sequences are often presented as a graph with
time on the horizontal axis. The vertical axis is often a combination
of different graphs. Commonly one RF-axis, and three axes for x, y
and z-gradient forms.

See for example fig 2.8 and fig 2.9 for examples of pulse sequences.
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(a) Frequency encoding. Field strength and one-dimensional object proton
density. The spikes indicate where there exists excited nuclei. The amount
of nuclei excited has a direct relation to the amplitude of the spikes. The
positive angle line shows magentic field strength at the position of each
spike, indicating the frequency of that component.
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(b) Frequency encoding. Radio signal detected. This signal contains three
distinct frequency components due to the three positions of spin densities
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(c) Frequency encoding. Fourier transform of the detected Radio signal.
The fourier transform of the detected signal yields the amount of excited
nuclei at different positions.
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Figure 2.8. Example of a FID pulse sequence. The thinner lines in Gy

indicates the gradient amplitude for repeated runs of the sequence, causing
different ky-lines in k-space to be collected.

FID

This is the most straightforward method. First, a slice is selected by
enabling the z-gradient2 and transmitting a 90◦ pulse. This will excite
all spins in the plane selected. Which plane that is depends on the
gradient area and the slice frequency. Then, a phase-encoding gradient
is applied. This will scan through the k-space slice in y-direction. This
is often combined with a frequency-encoding gradient to scan a entire
row in k-space.

The above procedure is then repeated for different areas of the
phase-encoding gradient to cover all rows of k-space.

2Or any combination of x-, y- and z-gradients to select an arbitary plane to
excite.
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Figure 2.9. Example of a Gradient Echo pulse sequence. The thinner lines
in Gy indicates the gradient amplitude for repeated runs of the sequence,
causing different ky-lines in k-space to be collected.

Gradient-echo

The gradient echo pulse sequence starts with a RF-pulse. This will
excite spins. Then, a negative gradient, say in x-direction, is applied,
this will make spins dephase and lose all phase coherence. However,
after a specific time, TE

2
3 a positive gradient of the same strength is

applied, this causes the spins to rephase and gain phase coeherence
again, resulting in a strong signal.

The signal will decay due to the properties of T1 and T ∗

2 relaxation.
The gradient-echo sequence can be repeated until no spins rephase.
The cause of this signal loss is main magnetic field inhomogeneties
distorting the otherwise homogenous field.

3TE is refered to as echo-time, the time it takes from excitation for spins to
dephase and rephase and regain maximum signal strength.
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Figure 2.10. Example of a Spin Echo pulse sequence. The thinner lines
in Gy indicates the gradient amplitude for repeated runs of the sequence,
causing different ky-lines in k-space to be collected. The second RF-pulse
is a 180◦ pulse, causing spins to flip about origo in k-space.

Spin-echo

In Spin-echo the dephasing spins are refocused after half the echo-
time, TE

2
, by exciting them with a 180◦ pulse. The excitation of a

180◦ pulse will cause spins to move from one end of k-space to another
end of k-space (across origo). Spins dephasing at higher rate will also
re-phase at higher rate making all dephased spins join at a specific
time, the echo-time TE , resulting in maximum signal strength. The
cause of dephasing is relaxation as described in 2.2.3.

Echo Planar Imaging

In Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) the entire slice (plane) is acquired from
a single excitation pulse. This is done to reduce the acquisition time.
The problem with this is in spin-dephasing which will reduce the signal
amplitude. This limits the range in k-space that can be retrieved, and
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Figure 2.11. EPI-spiral k-space search. The spiral search begins at origo
working its way out to higher frequencies.

thus, limits the resolution of the image.

EPI is often used in fMRI where it is necessary to acquire an image
of a large region of the brain in as short time as possible. There are
different patterns for searching k-space when using EPI. One common
method is to search row by row, back and forth. Another example
is spiral (figure 2.11) where the k-space samples are searched in a
spiral form from origo and out towards higher frequencies. The latter
leads to problems such as sample placement. The samples will not
be positioned in a cartesian grid which is used for the inverse fourier
transform used in reconstruction. To overcome this one could use a
cartesian spiral.

2.4 MRI Reconstruction

As seen in previous sections, each spatial position is encoded with a
specific frequency. The amplitude of this frequency is proportional
to the amount of excited spins at that position. Because of this the
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received signal turns out to be the 3-dimensional fourier transform
of the object being imaged, or if a specific slice is selected, the 2-
dimensional fourier transform of that slice.

Once the entire k-space (fourier domain) have been searched using
gradients, the one thing remaining is to take the inverse fourier trans-
form to obtain the volume or image. This makes the reconstruction
process fairly fast. Although there are other problems that will be
discussed further on, the core principle is quite straightforward.

2.4.1 Field Of View

The term Field Of View (FOV) corresponds to the area or volume that
is imaged. Samples found in the entire excited volume is the source
of signal for the image. Since the object being imaged is spatially-
limited4 and each spatial position is given a frequency, the signal is
also band-limited.5 The FOV is determined by the sampling frequency
according to the Nyquist frequency. The following relation defines the
relationship:

FOVx =
1

∆kx

. (2.18)

Subindex x corresponds to dimension x and ∆kx is the distance be-
tween the samples in k-space dimension x. This indicates that the
higher the sampling frequency the larger the FOV.

For the image to be sharp, high frequencies needs to be acquired.
This means that gradients needs to search k-space further out. If this
is not done, the resulting image appears blurred.

Another thing to note about FOV is that it is not the frequency
spectrum that is aliased when sampling too low — it is the image.
This is rather awkward because it could make the nose appear in the
back of the head for example.

2.4.2 Reconstruction artifacts

There are numerous artifacts associated with MRI reconstruction. Fol-
lowing is a non-extensive briefing of different artifacts encountered.

4People are usually of finite extent.
5This is rather unusual in signal processing most often signals of finite extent

have infinite-length fourier transforms.
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The following can be found in [8].

N/2 Ghosting

Because gradients are govern by physical laws, they can not switch
their amplitude instantaneously. The issue is most evident when
switching from negative to positive gradient and vice versa. That’s
what happens e.g. in EPI readout. When the end of one line in
k-space is reached, the successive line is read under an inverted gradi-
ent. This gives rise to artifacts that can be seen as modulation. It is
a combination of constant offset and linear phase drift.

To correct for N/2 ghosting a reference scan is done. The center
row of k-space is scanned back and forth. From this the phase drift
and offset can be calculated and corrected in the image.

Geometric distortion and Susceptibility artifacts

Geometric distortion is the inhomogeneties of B0. Previously it has
been seen that the Larmor frequency varies with the strength of the
magnetic field. Now, if B0 varies, the Larmor frequency will also vary
spatially. This will cause objects to appear where they should not.
Remember from gradient encoding (section 2.3.1) that frequency is
used to locate samples.

Susceptibility artifacts arrises when two substances with differ-
ent susceptibility χ1 and χ2 intersect. This will induce a local field
strength difference, ∆B = (χ1 − χ2)B0.

To correct for the beforementioned artifacts B0 field maps can be
estimated and used to correct the data before making an image.

2.5 Parallel methods for MRI

Parallel methods attempts to reconstruct a full dataset from a set of
partial datasets, received from multiple coils. The work on parallel
methods started with [21]. When parallel methods was first devel-
oped it was to increase the Signal-To-Noise ratio (SNR). Later on
Sodickson[23] discovered that acquisition time could be reduced using
the same setup. The idea is to add an additional encoding from each
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coil, apart from the gradient encoding already used when scanning
k-space.

Several parallel imaging methods exists. Following is a subset of
existing methods. They can be divided in frequency-domain meth-
ods and spatial domain methods. Frequency-domain methods are
GRAPPA and SMASH, while SENSE and PILS are spatial domain
methods.

2.5.1 SMASH

The method by Sodickson [23] approximates the spatial encoding of
coil sensitivities by a harmonic function of the phase encoded coor-
dinate. By using several coils with sensitivities of different harmonic
order, several rows in k-space can be acquired simultaneously. Be-
fore SMASH is used, the coil sensitivities must be measured. This is
usually done by a phanton of uniform density.

The need to measure coil sensitivities on a uniform phantom is
one of the drawbacks with SMASH. The coil sensitivities will change
when another sample is imaged. Jakob et al. [14] observed this and
developed a refined method, AUTO-SMASH, which collects additional
k-space lines used to calibrate the reconstruction.

2.5.2 SENSE

SENSitivity Encoding for fast MRI was developed by Pruessmann et
al in [20]. SENSE starts with subsampling of k-space, proceeds with
reconstruction of each individual coil image, which results in a set of
aliased images. Finally, by measuring the spatial sensitivity of each
coil, this information can be used to unwrap the aliased reconstructed
images into one alias-free final image. SENSE will be explored further
in chapter 3.

2.5.3 PILS

Partially parallel Imaging with Localized Sensitivities (PILS) is a
method developed by M. A. Griswold and others, described in [6].
The basic idea with PILS is that each coil6 has a spatial center posi-

6Surface coils is preferably used since they are highly localized.
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tion and range which becomes a localization in the frequency domain.7

Which means it essentially works as a frequency selective filter. Given
that the spatial sensitivity is highly localized and the object only oc-
cupies part of the k-space the reconstruction can be near alias-free. In
reality however, as is described in [6] the coils are not highly localized
but rather have small sensitivity for the entire k-space.

2.5.4 GRAPPA

Generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA)
is a frequency domain method developed by M. A. Griswold et al [5].
The method is an extension of the previously described PILS (see
section 2.5.3) and VD-AUTO-SMASH [7]. For GRAPPA to work ad-
ditional k-space lines, Auto Calibrating Signal (ACS) lines, needs to
be acquired.8 Theese lines are then used in combination with acquired
lines to create weights for the missing k-space lines. Each coil-image
is then reconstructed. Finally the composite image can be obtained
by a single “sum-of-squares”-reconstruction9 of the individually recon-
structed coil-images.

2.6 Blind Source Separation

Blind source separation (BSS) is a well-known problem in the nerual
networks society. Following is a description of BSS and how it can be
solved by CCA. The problem will be broken down in smaller parts.
First, mixtures is defined.

2.6.1 Mixtures

A mixture in this context is a linear combination of one or more source
signals. A signal can be represented as a vector x[n] where n is sample
index. The mixture is now a linear combination of several such signals,

7Due to the fourier encoding of spatial positions, which is the basis for MRI.
8In addition to the already acquired subsampled k-space. In practice the center

of k-space is sampled more densely.
9The sum-of-squares algorithm is explained in 3.3.2.
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each with it’s own weight. This can be seen as a mixture signal

m(t) = s1x1(t) + s2x2(t) + sNxN (t) = sTx, (2.19)

where the si is the individual weights for each signal, x = (x1(t), x2(t), . . .)
T

and N is the total count of signals.

2.6.2 BSS-problem

Blind source separation can be seen as the problem of separating the
original signals from a set of mixtures of the very same signals. A
classical example in the field is the coctail party problem. Assume
you are at a coctail party. Further assume that there is equally many
microphones as persons at this party10. Each microphone will measure
a combination of every person’s voices. That is, for our purposes a
linear mix of the different voices. Now, assume that the microphones
are spread out in the room. This will cause the microphones to receive
different mixtures (different weights). From all this data separate and
isolate the voice of each person at the party.

This appears to be a rather delicate problem. However it is possible
to solve it under certain conditions. The first assumption needed is
that all voices are uncorrelated.

Next canonical correlation analysis will be explained, since it will
be used to solve the BSS-problem later on.

2.6.3 Canonical Correlation Analysis

Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) is a method based on regular
correlation. In practice, the Pearson Product-Moment[1] is often used
as a measure of correlation. In 1936 Hotelling [9] defined what became
CCA. CCA can be seen as a multivariate correlation maximization
method. Previously CCA has been used in such diverse fields as wine
classification [19] and correlating audio to visual events [13]. In the
field of MRI it has mostly been used for Functional Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (fMRI), some examples are [22, 3]. Now, time for the
problem formulation.

10This will imply an assumption that only voices sound, and that there is no
echoes and several other factors making this party an ideal world.
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CCA problem formulation

Find the maximum data correlation between two sets of variables x

and y, having zero mean11. The problem can be written as follows.

ρ =
E[xy]

√

E[x2]E[y2]
(2.20)

This is ordinary correlation. However, by assuming that x and y

are projections of multivariate variables x and y onto vectors wx and
wy a multivariate correlation can be written as,

ρ =
E[ŵT

x xŵT
y y]

√

E[ŵT
x xxTŵx]E[ŵT

y yyTŵy]
=

ŵT
x Cxyŵy

√

ŵT
x CxxŵxŵT

y Cyyŵy

,

(2.21)
by noting that the covariance matrix Cxy = E[xyT ]. From this it
is evident that CCA is just ordinary correlation, however applied to
linear mixtures. What is important to note at this stage is that the
projection vectors wx and wy are not known. If they where, it would
not be a problem anymore. The whole idea about CCA is to find
the maximum correlation, and the directions in data where it can be
found. The solution to the CCA-problem is next to be described.

CCA solution

Previously it has been noted that the problem is to find wx and wy.
They have the very special property of pointing in the direction of
maximum data correlation. Usually, when something is to be maxi-
mized, it’s diffrentiated and the derivative is set to zero. This is also
the case for CCA.

max
ŵx,ŵy

ρ =
E[xy]

E[x2]E[y2]
=

E[(ŵT
x x)(ŵT

y y)]

E[(ŵT
x x)2]E[(ŵT

y y)2]
=

ŵT
x Cxyŵ

T
y

(ŵT
x CxxŵT

x )(ŵT
y CyyŵT

y )
(2.22)

However the details on the process will not be covered here but can be
found in [2]. The CCA-problem can be rewritten into two eigenvalue
equations.

C−1
xxCxyC

−1
yyCyxŵx = ρ2ŵx (2.23)

C−1
yyCyxC

−1
xxCxyŵy = ρ2ŵy

11The mean can later be restored if that is desirable – assuming it is not zero.
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The solution will now be given as the eigenvectors ŵx, ŵy and the
correlation ρ.

These vectors define the weights that will give the maximally cor-
related signals. To retrieve those signals the following calculation is
done

y(t) = ŵT
y y(t) (2.24)

x(t) = ŵT
x x(t)

2.6.4 CCA to solve the BSS-problem

CCA can be used to solve the BSS-problem. There are alternative
approaches to solving a BSS-problem, such as Independent Compo-
nent Analysis, ICA [10]. However, in this method, CCA is used. To
understand how CCA is used, first consider some general properties
of autocorrelation.

Properties of autocorrelation

Autocorrelation for stationary signals is concerned about the corre-
lation of a signal with a time-shifted version of the very same. All
signals have autocorrelation, except for white noise, but this is not a
very interesting signal for our purposes.

In general, when two uncorrelated signals are mixed, the autocor-
relation of the mix will be smaller than the largest autocorrelation of
the individual signals and larger than the smallest autocorrelation.

CCABSS

Up to this point, it has been shown that CCA can be used to find
directions of maximum correlation. The previous section defined how
autocorrelation relates to mixes of signals. Now, by combining these
facts it’s time to solve the BSS problem using CCA. First, take a
mixture vector of as many mixtures as there are sources

m(t) = Ex(t). (2.25)

x(t) is now a vector containing sources, one for every row, and samples
in the column direction. E is a mix encoding matrix, mixing the
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individual sources into a set of mixtures m̃(t) of the sources. Next
the autocorrelation will be created. Take the mixture vector m̃(t)
and time-shift every signal, that is shift every row one position in
horizontal direction. The time shifted version is called m̃(t− 1). Now
use this as input to CCA. In previous notation that would make

X = m̃(t) (2.26)

Y = m̃(t − 1).

Now, the correlation between X and Y is to be maximized. That is
equal to maximizing the correlation between m(t) and m(t−1). This
in turn means that the correlation between a signal and a time-shifted
version of the signal is maximized. The correlation between a signal
and the time-shifted version of the same is called autocorrelation. This
implies that what has just been done is maximizing the autocorrelation
for every signal. That is, the directions found from the eigenvectors
point in the direction where the signals will be separated. This is
due to what was discussed in section 2.6.4, separated signals will have
higher autocorrelation than mixes of the signals.

To retrieve the sources from CCABSS the successive eigenvectors12

(ŵx1, ŵx2, . . . ) are used. There are as many eigenvectors as there are
sources. One could think that the second set of eigenvectors (ŵy1, ŵy2,
. . . ) should be used in combination with the first set, this is however
not the case. For all eigenvectors ŵxi ≈ ŵyi. This is due to the second
input to CCA is only the time shifted version of the first input. The
ŵyi could of course be used instead of ŵxi due to beforementioned
properties of the two.

12The eigenvectors are assumed to be sorted by eigenvalue, with the largest
eigenvalue corresponding to the first eigenvector.



Chapter 3

Sensitivity Encoding,
SENSE

The theory lying behind Sensivity Encoding (SENSE) was originally
developed by Pruessman et al [20]. The frame of the work is that
by acquisition of several parallel images1, which are spatially encoded
by coil sensitivities a complete image may be reconstructed. If the
spatially encoded images are subsampled in one or several directions,
a complete image without aliasing can still be reconstructed.

3.1 Problem formulation

Assuming a setup of nc coils and a reduction factor of R = nred

nfull
,

with nfull being the number of positions in a fully sampled image and
nred being the number of positions in the reduced image, gives ns = 1

R

superimposed pixels at each position in the subsampled images. In the
original SENSE formulation[20] the superimposed pixels are calculated
using specific voxel functions. For the purpose of this thesis it is
sufficient to note that the following relation holds for R = 1

2
:

[

c1(x, y)
c2(x, y)

]

=

[

s1(x, y) s1(x, y ± N
2
)

s2(x, y) s2(x, y ± N
2
)

] [

f(x, y)
f(x, y ± N

2
)

]

(3.1)

with N equal to the number of rows in the subsampling direction as-
suming subsampling dimension to be y. The matrix containing si(x, y)

1The sensitivity encoded images may or may not be subsampled in one or more
directions.

31
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represents coil sensitivities at position (x, y) in coil i. On the left hand
side, the ci(x, y) indicates image coming from coil i. Notice how these
images are only of half-size in the subsampling dimension. Figure 3.1
illustrates the process. Equation 3.1 can be extended to an arbitary

Figure 3.1. Illustration of the sensitivity encoding. When subsampling
aliasing occurs in the spatial domain. This makes pixels from two spatial
positions overlap. However, the two overlapping pixels are weighted by the
value in the sensitivity map at the corresponding position. This happens in
both coils, the difference being the sensitivity maps. The topmost middle
image is what would have been reconstructed using a homogenous body
coil without subsampling. Here R = 1

2 resulting in ns = 2 giving two pixels
superimposed at each position in the coilimages ci(x, y).

R and N . These expressions will be further discussed in section 3.2.1.

The images c1(x, y) and c2(x, y) are the reconstructed images from
the coils. These images will also be of half size in y-direction, with
respect to f(x, y), due to subsampling.

From equation 3.1 it is evident that the spatial sensitivity maps
play an important role in SENSE. Without knowledge of s1(x, y)
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and s2(x, y) it is not possible to solve this equation system. As-
suming knowledge of sensitivity maps and rewriting equation 3.1 into
C = S · F hints the solution to the SENSE problem to be

F = S−1 · C. (3.2)

Thus it is possible to reconstruct the final image f(x, y) from the
subsampled (aliased) images c1(x, y) and c2(x, y). This requires the
spatial sensitivity maps s1(x, y) and s2(x, y) to be known.

3.2 Sampling

Sampling in general is concerned with the problem of converting a con-
tinous signal into a discrete signal. The sampling theorem by Shannon
[11] states that for a band-limited signal it is possible to sample the
signal and then reconstruct the original signal without loss. This re-
quires the sampling frequency, fs to be greater than or equal to the
bandwidth of the signal. The lowest frequency making lossless recon-
struction possible is called the Nyquist frequency.

Assuming a continous signal, s(t) (t represents time), its sampled
counterpart is expressed as s[n] = s(t − nT ), where T denotes the
sampling period, T = 1

fs
. 2 If s(t) has a spectral distribution located

between −π
4

and π
4
, this would require a sampling frequency of fs =

π
2
. The source for this is that copies of the original spectra (figure

3.2) from the continous signal will be spread at equal distances. The
distance between each copy is dependent on the sampling frequency.
The sampling process can be seen as a multiplication of a pulse train
(figure 3.3),

h(t) = T

∞
∑

k=−∞

δ(t − kT ). (3.3)

It is well known that convolution in one domain corresponds to mul-
tiplication in the other domain. Since the fourier transform of h(t) is
itself a pulse train, however with a space scaling,

H(ω) = F{h(t)} =
1

T

∞
∑

k=−∞

δ(ω −
k

T
) = fs

∞
∑

k=−∞

δ(ω − kfs) (3.4)

2The [·] denotes discrete indexing of the variable.
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the resulting spectra (shown in figure 3.2) is the original spectra X(ω)
convolved with H(ω). The following equation describes the sampling
process:

Y (ω) = F{x(t)h(t)} = X(ω) ∗ H(ω) = (3.5)

= X(ω) ∗ fs

∞
∑

k=−∞

δ(ω − kfs) = fs

∞
∑

k=−∞

X(ω − kfs)

For more information about sampling and signal-frequency rela-
tionships see for example [24].

3.2.1 Subsampling

A detailed discussion of subsampling in general is needed to under-
stand the SENSE concept. As is described in section 3.2 the sampling
frequency needs to be sufficiently high to be able to reconstruct the
continous signal from it’s discrete counterpart. If the Nyquist crite-
rion is not met, there will be aliasing. This aliasing is due to overlap
of the spectra. In figure 3.4 it can be seen that the right frequency
components of the copy to the left will interfere with the current copy
and vice versa. When the subsampling is as large as half the Nyquist
frequency, every copy will be entirerly overlapped by its two neigh-
bours.

In MRI the frequency domain of a sample is collected. In this con-
text, subsampling means omitting every other phase-encoding line.3

One could omit lines in the frequency encoding direction, however this
is not especially efficient since the entire line in the frequency encoding
direction is sampled in one excitation. What is desired is a reduction
of acquisition time and that is achieved by subsampling one or more
phase-encoding directions.

From what has been said so far in this section one can draw the
conclusion that it is the final image that will be aliased in MRI. This is
because of the inverse relationship between acquired signal and image
compared to regular signal processing. Taking into account a subsam-
pling factor of two (R = 1

2
), leaves equation 3.1 as a description of the

process.

3R can be even lower with more coils than two.
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(a) Example signal spectra

(b) Example signal spectra sampled at Nyquist frequency

Figure 3.2. Example spectra for a continous signal and the same signal
sampled at Nyquist frequency.

3.3 Estimation of sensitivity maps

SENSE is highly dependent on correct sensitivity maps. There are
two major paths to take when creating sensitivity maps.4 The first

4That is, if reference sensitivity data is collected.
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Figure 3.3. The effect of sampling is convolution of the signal spectra with
a pulse train. The distance between each pulse is defined by the sampling
frequency. Higher sampling frequency means longer distance between each
pulse.

Figure 3.4. Example spectra of a signal sampled at too low frequency.
Notice the aliasing, the spectra does not fall down to zero.

one being throught the use of a body coil as reference5, the second one
to do a sum-of-squares reconstruction from the coils and compare to
that. A third possibility might be to calculate the magnetic field flux
by Biot-Savarts Law[4]. This approach is however not a very practical
one since the coil setup might not be static and knowledge of the exact
coil positions is required.

5A body coil is assumed to have homogenous sensitivity throughout the entire
sample.
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3.3.1 Body coil reference

The process of estimating sensitivity maps from a body coil reference
can be seen as two separate parts. First, a full FOV image is acquired
using a body coil (fig. 3.5(i)). The body coil is homogenous through
the entire sample. Second a full FOV image is acquired, however this
time via the nc surface coils (figure 3.5 (a) through (h)). 6 When
all images are reconstructed, each surface image is divided by the
body coil. This creates nc sensitivity maps, one for each surface coil
(figure 3.6 (a) through (h)). This could seem like a rather complicated
procedure, however if many slices are to be imaged, it is most probably
worth it since the acquisition time could be up to eight times faster
for a setup with eight coils compared to what it is without SENSE.

3.3.2 Full-FOV coil images

This is perhaps the simpler approach. First nc full FOV images are
acquired and reconstructed (figure 3.5, not the body coil reference),
one for every coil. This creates nc spatially encoded images. Second,
the following process is done,

I(x, y) =

√

√

√

√

nc
∑

i=1

I2
i (x, y), (3.6)

with I(x, y) (figure 3.7(a)) being the final image and Ii(x, y) being
the images from each coil. This is called the “sum-of-squares” recon-
struction [15]. Once this is done, every Ii(x, y) is divided by I(x, y)
to create a sensitivity map for that coil (figure 3.7(b) through figure
3.7(i)).

3.3.3 Reduction of noise

The problem with the estimation of sensitivity maps is that the es-
timate becomes noisy. This raises the need for some kind of noise
reduction. The first attempt might be a simple low-pass procedure,
however this results in errors at the object edges because of over- or

6It is not necessary to use surface coils. Their spatial sensitivity should however
not be homogenous.
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(i) Body coil

Figure 3.5. Images from the eight coils and the reference body coil image

under-shoot at these positions. In [20] a local polynomial fit method
is discussed. The conclusion drawn there is that a local method is
needed in practice since the sensitivity do not vary sufficiently close
to a global polynomial in most cases.

3.4 Reconstruction

The SENSE reconstruction process is most easily explained by an
example. The example given here is a reduced version of the ac-
tual SENSE reconstrucion, since it is only concerned with a one-
dimensional signal and a reduction factor of two. For a thorough
study of the reconstruction problem the reader is directed to [20].
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Figure 3.6. Corresponding sensitivity maps calculated using the body coil
reference. N.b. The logarithm is taken for each image and positions which
results in division by zero is replaced with 0. However, it is seen that a
correct sensitivity map is only available where there is a sample imaged. If
one look closely one can see that there is a sensitivity difference in the circle.
These maps shows a clear need for the smoothing procedure discussed.

3.4.1 Overdetermined reconstruction or not

If nc > 1
R

meaning that there are more coils than there are super-
imposed pixels the reconstruction problem becomes over-determined.
In the original article it is shown for example how this can be used
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Since it is an overdeter-
mined equation system, the answer can be calculated using a minimum
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Figure 3.7. Sensitivity maps from sum-of-squares reconstructed refer-
ence.N.b. The logarithm is taken for each sensitivity map image and posi-
tions which results in division by zero is replaced with 0. If one look closely
one can see that there is a sensitivity difference in the circle. These maps
shows a clear need for the smoothing procedure discussed.

least squares method7

F = (SHS)−1SHC. (3.7)

Remember from section 3.1 that F is the image searched for, S is
the sensitivity matrix and C is the image data from the coils. If the
the reconstruction is not over-determined a regular matrix inversion

7The superscript H denotes the Hermitian, a complex conjugate and transpose
of the matrix.
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is used to find the answer

F = S−1C. (3.8)

Next is an example aimed to ease the understanding of SENSE.

3.4.2 A worked example

This section walks through a complete one-dimensional example of
how SENSE works for a reduction factor of R = 1

2
. The actual data

that would be collected from the MRI-scanner can be seen in fig.
3.10(a).

Following are the steps involved in creating the artificial signal
measured in a real-world case.

1. Create a signal to be reconstructed using SENSE (fig. 3.8(a)).

2. Define sensitivities for the coils, shown in fig. 3.8(b).

3. Create sensitivity encoded images (figure 3.9(a)) by multiplying
the signal in fig. 3.8(a) by the sensitivities shown in fig. 3.8(b).

4. Transform the sensitivity encoded images into the Fourier do-
main (fig. 3.9(b)).

5. Decimate the fourier transform of the sensitivity encoded images
to simulate subsampling, the result is shown in fig. 3.10(a).

Given the decimated and sensitivity encoded signal, a signal do-
main image can be created by taking the inverse fourier transform of
the signals in fig. 3.10(a) to obtain two signal domain signals as in fig.
3.10(b).

The steps now involved in reconstructing the image from the two
sensitivity encoded and aliased images is done as follows:

1. For each position in the aliased images form the S matrix from
equation 3.1.

2. If nc = 1
R

invert the S-matrix to obtain R = S−1.

3. If nc ≥
1
R

create a minimum least squares solution by R = (SHS)−1SH.
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4. Calulate the value of each position in the reconstructed image
from the R-matrix and the aliased images by F = R · C. The
final result can be seen in figure 3.11. Compare to the original
signal shown in figure 3.8(a)
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(b) Coil sensitivities

Figure 3.8. The original signal is detected with efficiency as specified by
coil sensitivities
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(b) Fourier transform of (a) (magnitude image)

Figure 3.9. Sensitivity encoded signals and their corresponding Fourier
transform.
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(a) Reduced (sub sampled) fourier spectra. Notice that there are twice as
many samples in the fourier domain in fig. 3.9(b) as there are here due to
subsampling.
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(b) Corresponding signal domain of (a). Notice how the aliasing shows up
in the signal domain as opposed to the more common frequency domain
aliasing.

Figure 3.10. Sensitivity encoded and sub sampled signals in both do-
mains.
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Figure 3.11. Final, reconstructed image from data in fig. 3.10(b) and
sensitivity maps in fig. 3.8(a).



Chapter 4

CCASENSE

Canonical Correlation Analysis for estimation of Sensitivity Maps
(CCASENSE) is a novel method for SENSE reconstruction that elim-
inates the need to acquire sensitivity maps. To the authors knowledge
there exists only one previous attempt to develop a similar algorithm
[12]. The algorithm developed here differs from [12] in several dif-
ferent aspects. First, and perhaps most obvious, CCA – not ICA, is
used to solve the BSS problem. A two step fitting method is used,
starting global with polynomial fitting and then proceeding with local
normalized convolution. Sensitivity values are extracted by solving
the SENSE equation backwards from an estimated original image.

The output of CCASENSE is sensitivity maps. Once these maps
are obtained, the regular SENSE reconstruction can be done.

4.1 Algorithm

The CCASENSE algorithm can be split into a number of different
steps:

1. Solving two region-wise CCA blind source separation problems
to obtain the original signals.

2. Calculate a certainty measure.

3. Calculate raw sensitivity maps from the output image and the
measured aliased images, referred to as the inverse SENSE prob-
lem.

47
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Figure 4.1. Illustration of the CCASENSE algorithm. Patches are
extracted from aliased images. The “original signal” is resolved using
CCABSS and the original signal is placed where it should be in the output
image.

4. Iterative mapping of the sensitivity maps onto polynomials.

5. Local iterative mapping by normalized convolution

Each of these steps will be examined further in the following sec-
tions.

4.2 CCABSS for calculating original im-

age patches

As previously described the aliased signal will be a sum of the signal
generated at two locations (in the case of R = 1

2
, where each position

in the coil images originates from two different positions in the original
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of how the raw sensitivity maps is calculated
from the estimate of the image and the coil images. This is refered to as
the inverse SENSE process.

image). The signal from these two locations will also be scaled by the
sensitivity of the coil that received it.

The sensitivity maps will not be globally constant, however, in a
small region we could assume that the sensitivity is close to constant,
since sensitivity varies slowly. This assumption is used when formu-
lating the BSS problem.

The measured signals (aliased images) are divided into equal size
patches. For each patch a blind source separation problem is formu-
lated. The problem is stated as follows:

[

a1(x, y)
a2(x, y)

]

=

[

s1(x, y) s1(x, y ± N
2
)

s2(x, y) s2(x, y ± N
2
)

] [

p(x, y)
p(x, y ± N

2
)

]

, (4.1)

having constant s1 and s2 for the entire patch. In this case the patch
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of how the raw sensitivity maps are fitted to a
polynomial and locally fitted to data resulting in the final sensitivity maps.

is centered about (x, y), having dimensions (16, 16). In figure 4.2 the
patch division can be seen in the lower images, to the left p(x, y) is
seen and to the right the a1, a2 patches are seen.

The only signals available for use are the a1 and a2. CCA as done in
BSS will output W, the unmixing matrix that can be used to calulate
p = [p(x, y), p(x, y ± N

2
)]T from

p = Wa, (4.2)

with a being the aliased images stacked in a column vector.
Now by dividing the input images into such regions, blind source

separation can be performed for each region. This yields two patches
from the original image. 1 They can now be placed at their position in
the original image, where the aliasing originates from, see figure 4.1.

1Original in terms of what is being imaged.
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4.2.1 BSS and Permutation

In general, when working with BSS, one can get permuted and scaled
results. The first cause of this is that if you have any number of mixes,
the algorithm can not know in which order you would want them to
appear when separated. The second cause of this is that the vectors,
wx and wy is of unit length i.e. the following relation holds |wx| = 1.

Because of the beformentioned properties of BSS there must be
some sort of permutation resolving part of the algorithm. This is
done as follows. It is known that the sensitivity maps will be strictly
positive. It is also known that sensitivity will decrease as a function
of distance to the coil. This creates a requirement on the sensitivity
coefficient being closest to the coil to be larger than the one being
further away from the coil. All this together implies that

S =

[

s11 s12

s21 s22

]

, (4.3)

where s11 > s12 and s22 > s21. The non-negativity constraint is also
important, sij >= 0∀i, j. The coils can not have negative sensitivity
since it represents a real world system.

The question becomes how to make the S matrix fullfill these prop-
erties. CCA gives W, the demix matrix and inverse of S. However
for 2 × 2 matrices there exists a simple inversion formula

W = S−1 =

[

s11 s12

s21 s22

]

−1

=
1

s11s22 − s12s21

[

s22 −s12

−s21 s11

]

. (4.4)

Now, under the above assumptions of non-negativity and “closer is
larger” constraint one can see that the scaling term in front of the right
matrix will be positive. This yields that the diagonal will have strictly
positive elements and the off-diagonal elements will be negative. The
property of smaller sensitivity when being further away from the coil
results in | − s12| < s11 and | − s21| < s22.

To achieve this the following can be done in any order and combi-
nation

W := −1 · W (4.5)

W :=

[

0 1
1 0

]

W. (4.6)
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The := is used to indicate that it is not a equation system, but
rather an assignment. The beformentioned formulas need not always
be used, however they can be used if the S-matrix do not conform to
the properties derived above. What actually happens here is in the
first case (equation 4.5) that the entire demix-matrix is negated and
in the second case (equation 4.6) that the rows are shifted. Using
the above transformations one should be able to obtain S = W−1

conforming to the properties derived above. If this is not the case,
one could assume that something went wrong, either the underlying
signals are correlated or the solution is not the correct one, in either
case a lower certainty will be set at this position. For more information
about the certainty measure see section 4.4.

4.3 Calculation of raw sensitivity maps

In equation 4.1 it can be seen that by knowning a1, a2 and p it is
possible to calculate s1 and s2. The problem is that there are in-
finitely many solutions2. To overcome this limitation the image is
yet again divided into regions and for each region the assumption is
made that sensitivity is constant. This makes it possible to form and
solve a minimum least squares problem for that region, yielding s1

and s2. For a detailed derivation of the minimum least squares al-
gorithm see appendix A. Figure 4.2 illustrate the procedure. First,
performing CCABSS with the aliased images as input produces a non-
aliased image from the separated aliased images. By now, both the
a1(x, y), a2(x, y) and p(x, y), p(x, y± N

2
) from equation 4.1 are known.

Since there are 16×16 pixels in every such patch and only four values
are needed for s1(x, y), s1(x, y ± N

2
), s2(x, y) and s2(x, y ± N

2
) a mini-

mum least squares problem is formed and solved, yielding the values
to place in the s1 and s2 sensitivity maps.

The method used in [12] for extracting sensitivity values is to ex-
tract them directly out of the matrix S = W−1. It appears as if the
method used in CCASENSE when running SENSE backwards works
better than just picking the values from the S-matrix. Most of the
time the Minimum Least Squares method yield the same result as the
method in ICASENSE. However, when there are large differences in

2Due to scaling of the entire equation system.
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the source signals, say one is close to zero and the other close to one,
the MLS-method will keep this ratio between the sensitivities.

4.4 Calculation of certainty

In some regions of an image the criterions for CCA might not be very
well fullfilled. Because of this there is a need for a certainty measure
describing how certain the value at a specific position in the image is.
The source signals for CCA should be uncorrelated. If the underlying
image data is correlated the calculation can not be relied on.

If the data supplied to the BSS algorithm is equal, i.e. all input is
constant (or very close to constant)3, then the output could be any-
thing that is uncorrelated. This would happen on a close to constant
area of the image, where the result should be two close to constant
output signals which are not uncorrelated, instead of something un-
correlated that CCABSS will output. Because of this, the certainty
measure is defined as a normalized4 variance of the difference between
the local image patches found from BSS.

c(x, y) =

∑

i,j((p1(i, j) − p2(i, j)) − µp1p2
)2

∑

ij p1(i, j) + p2(i, j)
, (4.7)

where µp1p2
=

∑

i,j
p1(i,j)−p2(i,j)

Np
, with Np being the number of values in

the patch. The division of their sum is to make the certainty value less
dependent on the amount of intensity in the patch. Regions having
identical variation will have zero certainty. Regions with little dif-
ference in variation will have small certainty values and regions with
large difference in variation will have large certainty. The certainty in
every region in the image will be reduced if the CCABSS permutation
solving in that region was not possible. This error measure has proven
empirically to give good results.

3This happens for example in regions where there is zero signal in both regions
creating the alias.

4Normalized with respect to the intensities in the patches.
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4.5 Creating the final sensitivity map

The final sensitivity map should be smooth, close to a second order
polynomial but with local deviations. The data available to accom-
plish this is the raw sensitivity map and the certainty measure pre-
viously defined. To get a litte more data a new CCABSS procedure
is performed, this time not on the same patches as before, but with
a quarters overlap of the patch with four other patches. The same
procedure is done for the certainty values. By now, almost twice the
amount of data is available. The data is assembled into two raw sen-
sitivity maps of twice the size as the original and one certainty map
also twice the size as the original. An example of this interleaving is
shown in figure 4.4. By doing this the scaling problem discussed in
section 4.2.1 will be solved. Now every interleaved patch will have to
negotiate with the four patches surronding it to resolve the scaling
in the fitting procedure. Figure 4.3 illustrates the process of creating
the maps from the data estimated in the inverse SENSE step seen in
figure 4.2.

The first step to obtain a good estimation of the sensitivity maps is
to make the estimation a second order polynomial. This is explained
in section 4.5.1. The next step is to enable local deviations from this
second order polynomial. This is done through an iterative normalized
convolution process, described in 4.5.2.

4.5.1 Iterative projection onto a global polyno-
mial

The method is employed as follows. First a polynomial is fit to the
data, using only the certainty of data as described in section 4.4. This
will in most cases be a rather good approximation. However, to reduce
the influence of samples that does not conform well to the polynomial
this process is iterated. In every iteration the map from the previous
iteration step is used toghether with a new estimation of the sensitivity
map. How the new map is estimated from the old map and the raw
sensitivity map data is shown in next section. However, this process
is iterated and the new map is getting closer and closer to the final
map in every iteration step.
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Figure 4.4. The interleaving of samples to form one sensitivity map from
two Blind Source Separations. The o’s are from the first run and the x’s
are from the second. The same procedure is done for the certainty values
as well.

Weighting of the iterative difference

When approximating the global polynomial all samples get to affect
the solution. This means that samples that would be characterized
as outliers will affect the solution. One could think that this does
not matter, however, imagine an outlier of order 107 compared to the
rest of the data that gets to affect the solution. If that one is taken
into account, it is almost neglible what the other samples values are.
The polynomial will almost entirely be determined by this sample. To
get around this problem, a weighting procedure is performed in each
iteration. The difference between the approximated polynomial and
the original data (raw sensitivity map values) is calculated for each
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position. This distance is then weighted by a function

ρ(x) = xe−
x2

σ2 , (4.8)

with x being the distance and σ a parameter for adjusting the range
considered not to be outliers. The appearance of the weighting func-
tion for different values of σ can be seen in fig. 4.5. For the global
polynomial fitting a σ slightly less than 1 has proven to work well.
This strongly reduces the influence of samples far away from the poly-
nomial. The weighted distance values are point-wise multiplied to the
certainty map defined in section 4.4. This result is then used as the
new certainty measure. This makes samples that conform well to the
polynomial have the same certainty as before, but samples far away
will have close to zero certainty due to the distance weighting.
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Figure 4.5. The error weighting function shown for different values of
sigma. Notice the linear growth at the beginning and the smooth transition
towards zero.
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4.5.2 Local adaptivity by normalized convolution

The appearance of the sensitivity maps are close to a second order
polynomial. However, it is not exactly a second order polynomial. To
account for this a local method is applied. The idea is to use nor-
malized convolution with a rather small low-pass applicability. This
makes the local variations smooth, which is desirable.

Normalized convolution

Normalized convolution is a filtering method that can be used when
the certainty of a signal is known for each sample. Normalized convo-
lution is defined as

y =
(x · c) ∗ a

c ∗ a
, (4.9)

where a is denoted applicability and being the actual filter one wishes
to use, x is the signal and c is the certainty. The (·) denotes point-wise
multiplication i.e. sample by sample.

What normalized convolution is all about is reducing the influence
of uncertain signal samples, replacing them with a weighted sum of
neighbours. The weights are defined by neighbours certainty and the
applicability function. The result of this is that samples with high cer-
tainty is more left as is and samples with low certainty are calculated
as a weighted sum of more certain neighbours. This makes better use
of signal values considered to be certain and reduces the influence of
uncertain samples.

Weighting of the iterative difference

For the normalized convolution the iterative difference weighting is of
the same form as described in 4.5.1. Also in this case a σ of slightly
less than one has proven to work well. This makes samples of approx-
imately the same distance as before able to affect the solution.

4.5.3 Full scale maps

Since there is only four values from each BSS-solution, the size of the
sensitivity maps worked on so far will be dependent on the patch size.
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However it will be npy ∗ 2 pixels high and npx pixels wide5, where
npy, npx is the number of patches created in the aliased images in y-
and x-direction. This map will then be interpolated to match the
final image size. The interpolation method used is a bi-cubic spline,
resulting in smooth interpolation.

4.6 Summary

The algorithm is summarized as follows. First calculate an image
by running CCABSS on the two aliased images. Second, solve the
inverse SENSE-problem to obtain all sensitivity values for both sen-
sitivity maps. Then do the global-local fitting of both maps. Now,
two maps with small deviation from a second order polynomial are
obtained. They can now be used to solve the SENSE-equation for
all images from the same scan. If needed, the sensitivity maps could
be calculated for more images if it is a rather large dataset and one
could assume that the sensitivity has changed sufficiently to motivate
another calculation.

5Remember, R = 1

2
results in an image twice the size in the subsampling

direction with respect to the aliased images.
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Results

Researchers in the imaging field have long tried to define good error
measures. SNR is a sometimes used measure, sum-of-squares of the
point-wise error is another measure sometims used. The hard part
about image error measures is that they need not correspond to what
the human eye and mind think is bad or good.

In this case there is both the final image and the estimated sensi-
tivity maps to take into account. The final image must look “good”,
this is done by visual inspection. If the estimated sensitivity maps are
close to the real sensitivity maps the chance of the image looking good
is greater. However, it is not a guarantee. The problem now becomes
to relate the estimated sensitivity maps to the real sensitivity maps.

One could take the sum-of-squares of the difference between the
maps. However, this does not take into account that scaling of both
maps does not matter for the final image, it’s range will only change.
Another problem is if one sensitivity map is correct and the other is
bad, that will most definitely lead to a bad result. To account for
this, a quantitative error measure has been defined. It is described in
section 5.1.

5.1 Deviation of sensitivity maps

The sensitivity maps are not sensitive to scaling of the entire map,
that will only affect the scaling of the final image. However, what is
important is the factor between the estimated maps at the correspond-
ing positions in the maps that actually encoded the images. Because

59
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of this an error measure has been defined as

ǫ =
∑

xy

(
s̃1(x, y)

s̃2(x, y)
−

s1(x, y)

s2(x, y)
)2, (5.1)

where s̃1 and s̃2 are the estimated sensitivity maps and s1, s2 are
the real sensitivities. This error measure is only an indication if the
sensitivity maps are close to the actual sensitivity maps used to encode
the image. Even if they differ by much, one could sometimes still see
the image. This is especially the case when the differences are in
regions where there is no signal.

5.2 Visual results from CCASENSE

The sensitivity maps used to generate all examples are shown in figure
5.2. It is the theoretical sensitivity for a setup shown in appendix B.
Here some results are shown. The original image is shown together
with the estimated image to ease visual inspection. The certainty used
to calculate the image the the sensitivity maps are shown together with
a measure of ǫ for every result.

5.2.1 Comparison with ICASENSE

Following are the same images as from section 5.2. These images are
calculated by ICASENSE, they are shown here as a comparison. When
comparing these images against the images produced by CCASENSE
it is evident that CCASENSE performs better than ICASENSE. This
also indicates that the aim of this thesis has been reached, to develop a
method that produces higher image quality images than the previously
proposed ICASENSE.
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(a) Sensitivity map from coil 1
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(b) Sensitivity map from coil 2

Figure 5.1. Sensitivity maps used to generate all images.
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(a) Original image, this is how the final im-
age would look when normal reconstruction
is used.

(b) Final estimated image from
CCASENSE.

(c) Estimated image without normalized
convolution step. This makes the sensitiv-
ity maps conform to a second order poly-
nomial.

(d) Difference image between 5.2(a) and
5.2(b). The difference is about 10% of the
amplitude.

Figure 5.2. Figure showing the original image in figure 5.2(a) and the
final image as estimated by the CCASENSE algorithm in figure 5.2(b).
Below in figure 5.2(c) an image that is reconstructed without the last step
(normalized convolution) of the algorithm. In figure 5.2(d) a difference
image between the final image (figure 5.2(b)) and the original image (figure
5.2(a)) is shown. Please note that these images have been γ-corrected by
γ = 0.5. This makes lower intensities higher by a nonlinear transformation
of image intensities. This will in turn exaggerate the errors.
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(a) Final sensitivity map 1. This map
is calculated using both the polynomial
fitting and normalized convolution steps.
This map is used in conjuction with the
map in 5.3(b) to reconstruct the image
shown in figure 5.2(b).

(b) Final sensitivity map 2. This map
is calculated using both the polynomial
fitting and normalized convolution steps.
This map is used in conjuction with the
map in 5.3(a) to reconstruct the image
shown in figure 5.2(b).

(c) Sensitivity map 1 without normalized
convolution step. This map is calculated
using both the polynomial fitting and nor-
malized convolution steps. This map is
used in conjuction with the map in 5.3(d)
to reconstruct the image shown in figure
5.2(c).

(d) Sensitivity map 2 without normalized
convolution step. This map is calculated
using both the polynomial fitting and nor-
malized convolution steps. This map is
used in conjuction with the map in 5.3(c)
to reconstruct the image shown in figure
5.2(c).

Figure 5.3. Here the sensitivity maps used to calculate the images in
figure 5.2(b) and 5.2(c) are shown. The errors are as follows; figure 5.3(a)
and 5.3(b) differ from the original images (figure 5.2) by ǫ = 877 and figure
5.3(c) and 5.3(d) by ǫ = 2873.
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(a) Certainty of calculations. The same
certainty is used for both sensitivity map
calculations since they originate from the
same Blind Source Separation calculation.

(b) Images reconstructed from coil 1 and
coil 2. Notice the aliasing and the ratio
of the images. These images have only
half the sample count from the direction
of phase encoding.

Figure 5.4. In this figure it is shown how the images from the respective
coils appear without the CCASENSE recopnstruction step. Notice the
aliasing due to subsampling of one direction. Here the γ-correction is done
using γ = 0.5. Also shown is the certainty used when calculation the
polynomial and normalized convolution.
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(a) Original image, this is how the final im-
age would look when normal reconstruction
is used.

(b) Final estimated image from
CCASENSE.

(c) Estimated image without normalized
convolution step. This makes the sensitiv-
ity maps conform to a second order poly-
nomial.

(d) Difference image between 5.5(a) and
5.5(b). The difference is about 10% of the
amplitude.

Figure 5.5. Figure showing the original image in figure 5.5(a) and the
final image as estimated by the CCASENSE algorithm in figure 5.5(b).
Below in figure 5.5(c) an image that is reconstructed without the last step
(normalized convolution) of the algorithm. In figure 5.5(d) a difference
image between the final image (figure 5.5(b)) and the original image (figure
5.5(a)) is shown. Please note that these images have been γ-corrected by
γ = 0.5. This makes lower intensities higher by a nonlinear transformation
of image intensities. This will in turn exaggerate the errors.
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(a) Final sensitivity map 1. This map
is calculated using both the polynomial
fitting and normalized convolution steps.
This map is used in conjuction with the
map in 5.6(b) to reconstruct the image
shown in figure 5.5(b).

(b) Final sensitivity map 2. This map
is calculated using both the polynomial
fitting and normalized convolution steps.
This map is used in conjuction with the
map in 5.6(a) to reconstruct the image
shown in figure 5.5(b).

(c) Sensitivity map 1 without normalized
convolution step. This map is calculated
using both the polynomial fitting and nor-
malized convolution steps. This map is
used in conjuction with the map in 5.6(d)
to reconstruct the image shown in figure
5.5(c).

(d) Sensitivity map 2 without normalized
convolution step. This map is calculated
using both the polynomial fitting and nor-
malized convolution steps. This map is
used in conjuction with the map in 5.6(c)
to reconstruct the image shown in figure
5.5(c).

Figure 5.6. Here the sensitivity maps used to calculate the images in
figure 5.5(b) and 5.5(c) are shown. The errors are as follows; figure 5.6(a)
and 5.6(b) differ from the original images (figure 5.2) by ǫ = 720 and figure
5.6(c) and 5.6(d) by ǫ = 1057.
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(a) Certainty of calculations. The same
certainty is used for both sensitivity map
calculations since they originate from the
same Blind Source Separation calculation.

(b) Images reconstructed from coil 1 and
coil 2. Notice the aliasing and the ratio
of the images. These images have only
half the sample count from the direction
of phase encoding.

Figure 5.7. In this figure it is shown how the images from the respective
coils appear without the CCASENSE recopnstruction step. Notice the
aliasing due to subsampling of one direction. Here the γ-correction is done
using γ = 0.5. Also shown is the certainty used when calculation the
polynomial and normalized convolution.
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(a) Original image (b) Image estimated by ICASENSE. The
colormap is set to include 96% of the pix-
elrange, omitting the worst outliers.

(c) Sensitivity map calculated for coil 1 (d) Sensitivity map calculated for coil 2

Figure 5.8. Image calculated from ICASENSE shown here as comparison.
The error here is ǫ = 6.41 · 107. This image is to be compared to figure 5.2
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(a) Original image (b) Image estimated by ICASENSE. The
colormap is set to include 96% of the pix-
elrange, omitting the worst outliers.

(c) Sensitivity map calculated for coil 1 (d) Sensitivity map calculated for coil 2

Figure 5.9. Image calculated from ICASENSE shown here as comparison.
The error here is ǫ = 6.41 · 107. This image is to be compared to figure 5.5.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

In this thesis it is shown that Blind Source Separation is a powerful
tool. The use of CCA to solve the BSS problem appears to be very
good. There are some aspects of the solution worth mentioning here.
First one could look at the differences between CCASENSE and its pri-
mary competitor ICASENSE. CCASENSE makes use of overlapping
patches to solve two Blind Source Separation problems, ICASENSE
uses only adjacent patches. This could be one explanation to why
CCASENSE appears to work better.

It appears as if the fitting step with the global polynomial is rather
crucial for the algorithm to produce good result. Experiments where
this procedure was left out and replaced by a low-pass filtering as
in ICASENSE shows severe problems with the images – if anything
could be seen at all. Experiments has also shown that ICASENSE
gets better by only introducing the global polynomial fitting. The
main drawback with ICA is that the initial guess is random. This
makes it very hard to reproduce the results. The result from ICA can
sometimes be rather good, however it is hard to reproduce the same
result. This is a drawback common for iterative optimization methods
when there are local minimas. There is a risk that the iteration stops in
one such local minima – and it need not be the correct one, the global
minima. This is a clear strength of the CCA-based BSS-solution – it
gives the same solution every time.

The images that have been of primary interest is MRI-images of
the human brain. There seems to be a parameter set that works well
for this kind of images. That is shown in the result. The parameters
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for the iterative error measure will most probably be affected by the
correctness of the certainty measure. Thus, if the original estimate of
the sensitivity maps are good enough the parameters should be rather
small. However, if the original estimate is not that good, a larger value
of the standard deviation is required. It seems as if the standard devi-
ation for the global fitting and the local normalized convolution should
lie in approximately the same range. This could be an indication that
the correct values are used but the solution is first restricted by the
appearance of the polynomial. This is then later corrected when the
local method is employed.

There has not been an investigation about how the update param-
eters in the iterative procedure affects the final solution. One could
think that these parameters should influence the solution a lot. How-
ever, it seems reasonable that as long as the update factor is kept
sufficiently low there is no great influence on the final solution. The
solution could be affected if the algorithm jumps between several dif-
ferent minimas. Yet again, with sufficiently small update factors this
would probably not happen.

The certainty measure does also deserve a closer look. The idea
of the weighting is too make the certainty value less dependent on
the intensity in the patch. The certainty value does also reflect the
probability of correct S-matrix. If the properties of sensitivity maps
can not be fullfilled, the certainty is set to a lower value. The certainty
value appears from experience to correspond well to results considered
certain.

Algorithm complexity could further be examined. It seems as if the
CCABSS is fairly quick. It takes about seven seconds in an average
case to compute the final image. A product of this is the sensitivity
maps. Thus, if more images than the first is to be calculated the
computation time per image will be even lower. The time it takes to
solve the image when sensitivity maps are known is about 0.05s, this
needs to be done in regular SENSE to. All of theese calculations have
been done using images of size 128 × 128 pixels. It is the iterative
process of fitting the global polynomial and normalized convolution to
the data that takes the most time. One could argue whether this step
should be used or not. Will the estimated sensitivity maps not be close
enough to a second order polynomial. This is left for now, as it appears
as if it does not make things worse. The current implementation is
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done in Matlab, if it would be implemented in a C/C++ program the
amount of time it takes would probably be neglible.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

CCASENSE seems to be a viable competitor to the ICASENSE algo-
rithm. It seems reasonable to believe that if even more coils are used
for a low to moderate reduction factor the results will be even more
accurate. It is hard to judge if the images are of high enough quality
to be used in a clinical environment. The future will have to prove
that.

It appears as if the Blind Source Separation through CCA works
very well most of the time. Some solutions will not be correct, how-
ever because of the fitting procedure bad solutions will most often be
discarded.

Since there was no access to the source code and sample image
used in ICASENSE one can not be sure that the implementation used
here justifies their algorithm. However, a result as good as possible
has been the goal for implementation of the ICASENSE algorithm.
The ICASENSE algorithm used in this work does not seem to work
as well as the original author’s did, this could depend on the different
data used as input or parameter settings. However the CCASENSE
method appears both from a theoretical and experimental standpoint
to be more accurate.

7.1 Future expansion

Future investigation could involve studying CCASENSE for more coils
than two. One thing that should be noted if examining this case is
that the permutation needs to be solved in a slightly different way.
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Another expansion is other reduction factors than what is discussed
in this master’s thesis.

Another thing to investigate could be what happens if the sensi-
tivity maps turns out to be complex. This could very well happen in a
real world setup. The effect of this is that the coils not only affect the
magnitude of the signal, but also the phase. Since the coils are not
ideal in real world it seems reason that this could occur. This would
need to include a study to make sure Blind Source Separation through
CCA is able to separate the complex values correctly.

Fitting procedures could also be studied further. In this thesis
the similarity between a second order polynomial and the theoretical
sensitivity maps is shown. However, it is not evaluated for a real world
example. That has been done elsewhere and indicated the need for a
local method.

A further examination of the difference between using the sensitiv-
ity values directly from the CCABSS-solution and to calculate them
from the image patches could be done.

Also, another error measure could be defined, perhaps yielding
better results.
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Appendix A

Derivation of normal
equations

The task at hand is to approximate a polynomial p(x) = c1 + c2 · x to
a set of data, y = [y1, y2, . . .]

T acquired at points

x =







x1

x2
...







T

. (A.1)

First, define the error function as

ǫ =
∑

µ

(xµ · c − yµ)2, (A.2)

with c = [c1, c2]
T and xµ being the µ-th row of X, where X is defined

as

X =







1 x1

1 x2
...

...







T

. (A.3)

Now, to minimize the error, take the derivative for coefficient i of the
error function and null it.

∂ǫ

∂ci

= 2
∑

µ

(xµ · c − yµ) · xµ
i = 0 (A.4)
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Now by stacking the partial derivatives into a vector, we form the
gradient

∂ǫ

∂c
= 2 ·

∑

µ

(xµ · c − yµ) · xµT = 0, (A.5)

this can be rewritten into

∂ǫ

∂c
= 2 · (XT · X · c − XT · y) = 0. (A.6)

Solving for c results in

c = (XT · X)−1 · XT · y (A.7)

which is the normal equations in matrix notation.
This can readily be extended to higher order polynomials the dif-

ference is with the c vector, which is longer because of more coefficients
and the X matrix which should contain higher order variations. I.e.
to map a polynomial with second order variation to a data set the
following is used: c = [c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6]

T

X =







1 x1 x2
1 y1 y2

1 x1 · y1

1 x2 x2
2 y2 y2

2 x2 · y2
...

...
...

...
...

...







T

, (A.8)

resulting in a second order polynomial of the form

p(x, y) = c1 + c2x + c3x
2 + c4y + c5y

2 + c6xy. (A.9)

A.1 Weighted normal equations

Sometimes it is necessary to weight the approximation of the polyno-
mial to take into account some externally known information. This
information could be a certainty measure for the samples, or a indi-
cator for seriousity of error. The actual fitting procedure is slightly
modified from above, however it is a rather small change.

Along with each sample in y, include a certainty measure, w as a
vector with corresponding certainty for each sample. The error now
takes the form

ǫ =
∑

µ

(wµ(xµ · c − yµ))2 (A.10)
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proceeding as before, define the gradient as

∂ǫ

∂c
= 2 ·

∑

µ

wµ · (xµ · c − yµ) · xµT ) = 0 (A.11)

and writing it in it’s full matrix form result in

∂ǫ

∂c
= 2 · (XT · W ·X · c − XT · W · y) = 0, (A.12)

solving for c gives

c = (XT · W · X)−1 · XT · W · y. (A.13)

The matrix W is the certainty vector, w, put in the main diagonal
with zeros elsewhere.



Appendix B

Biot-Savarts law for
sensitivity map simulation

The Biot-Savart law is used to calculate the magnetic field flux coming
from a constant current trough a wire. Through the NMR reciprocity
theorem1 it can be seen that

s(x, y) = B(x, y), (B.1)

indicating that the magnetic field flux, B(x, y), from a unit current
flowing through a coil can be calculated in the same way as the sen-
sitivity of the coil, s(x, y). With this background the Biot-Savart law
can be stated as

dB =
µ0I

4π

l × d̂l

|l|2
(B.2)

where l is a vector from a position in the imaged plane to the coil, d̂l

is a differential vector encircling the coil. The law can be restated as

B =
µ0I

4π

∫

L

l × d̂l

|l|2
. (B.3)

Now, assuming a setup given by figure B.1, the position vector p can
be calculated from

p = xx̂ + yŷ. (B.4)

1See D.I Hoult and R.E. Richards, J. Mag. Res. 24, 71 (1976).
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Figure B.1. Coil setup relative to imaged plane.

Next, the radial coil vector, dependent on angle φ taken counterclock-
wise from the positive x-axis is

r(φ) = r(cos(φ)x̂− sin(φ))ẑ. (B.5)

Now, form the vector d̂l as

d̂l(φ) = ŷ × r(φ) = r(−cos(φ)ẑ− sin(φ)x̂) (B.6)

The vector l(φ) is a vector from the current position (x, y) in the
plane to every position on the coil, given by

l(φ) = p− c − r(φ) = (x − rcos(φ))x̂ + (y − h)ŷ + rsin(φ)ẑ. (B.7)

The crossproduct defining the contribution of a unit current at
angle φ to position (x, y) (except the distance scaling) to the magnetic
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field B is

dl× l = x̂(ycos(φ)−hcos(φ))+ ŷ(r−xcos(φ))+ ẑ(hsin(φ)−ysin(φ)).
(B.8)

By now it’s time to solve the final equation by integration. In
the final result, for every position in the sensitivity map the following
calculation is performed

B(x, y) =

2π
∫

0

√

c2
x + c2

y + c2
z

x2 + y2 + h2 + r2 − 2yh − 2xrcos(φ)
dφ. (B.9)

having corresponding cx, cy and cz as

cx = ycos(φ) − hcos(φ)

cy = r − xcos(φ)

cz = hsin(φ) − ysin(φ).

The former euqation solves the Biot-Savart equation for every po-
sition (x, y) as show in figure B.1. What is essentially done is that for
every position in the coil calculate the magnetic field going through
position (x, y) and sum all positions in the coil by integrating all angles
of the coil.

This results in coils having the sensitivity maps as shown in figure
B.2. These maps bears a striking resemblance with a second order
polynomial (see the second order polynomial estimation in figure B.3).
This is also utilized in the estimation of the sensitivity maps. For the
two-coil setup used in this thesis symmetry is used making sensitivity
map number two be the same as sensitivity map 1, with the exception
that map two is flipped up side down.
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Figure B.2. The theoretical sensitivity map for a coil calculated from
Biot-Savarts law as show in this chapter.

Figure B.3. A second order estimation of the theoretical sensitivity map
shown in figure B.2.
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S1−PolyFit(S1)
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Figure B.4. Difference image showing the difference between the real
sensitivity map (figure B.2) and the second order estimation (figure B.3).
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